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Ret‘cfrt of the N.H‘.’;C.Sub Comnlittee‘fin the Report

of the Legal and Constitutional Commission.
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ion on their deliberations. It was eompsed of Z. Pallo Jordan (convey

Simon Mékana (Nkokcli),  und Joe Slovo.

2.The suc-comnittee was ohmrga’with the responsibiluty 'of reading an

studying the repprt produced by the Legal and Constitutional Commie

ion in order to guide the MIC during; its discussions. The sub—ooxmni‘t'h.

met on two occessions (18/01/86 and 25/01/86) during which a consen

emerged éround a number of crucial questions. A munber of differenc

also arose empng the members of the sub-committee, some of which r631

unresolved and hinge upon the intepre’cation of the mandate the Lega

.and Constitutional Co.

 

 

0n received from the EEC.

3. The sub—committee's report co: ‘ “es with the areas on which there
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Simon Mékena (Nkokeli), and Joe Slovo.

2.The suc—corrunittee was cimrgn with the responsibiluty ‘of reading er;

studying; the repprt produced by the Legal and Constitutional CommisS

ion in order to guide the N310 during its discussions. The sub—commn.

met on two occessions (18/01/86 and 25/01/86) during which a conseh

emerged ero'zhd 5. number of crucial questions. A number of

also arose ampng the members of the sub-committee, some of which ren

unresolved and hinge upon the in erepetation of the mandate the Legs .
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was a consensus oei‘ore dim011...:ing tie diffe:ences t_iat arose.
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dom Charter and the ConstitutiOL ", which is the report of the
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6.The sub—committee agreed that paragragh”i’l. on pa ge iii sets ou

in very sound terms the objectives of euch a Constitutional doc'

The last pareg‘aphl of the same page sets out a second objective,

while not contradictory or antagonist to the first, presents en_o

dimension or the constitutional document. IV

It was on the basis of the above that the sub—commttee felt that 1

paragraph on page iv was rather unfortunate. The adfiressing of "the
legitimate in tears of minorities", we felt, was a form 01' pander .

to the racial bigotry of the whites. It was the considered view

sub—committee that the future position of the Whites will be date

by the role Whites play in the course of the struggle. While we co-
sider that last point in this paragraph as well-taken we etil_l feel
that encouraging division in the enemy ranks cannot be absolutised'

to a point that it jeopardises the aspirations of the majority.

7. The Areas of Differences:
_The first controversy arose about the intepretation that shoul

placed on paragraph 2 on page 1. One view was that while we cehno
entrench the rights of property in our constitution we should maih
a diplomatic silence on the constitutional rights of church and pr:L_
schools — not commit ourselves, lest we alienate forces in the chu1"

whom we presently wish to draw into the broad front of anti——aparthe‘

forces.

 

   

  

The Opposite view was that we cannot entrench the rights of proper
but that this should apply equally to secular as well as church p_r_o
ty. Therefore we cannot even contemplate constitutional guarantees ‘.

for church or private schools because such proteetion would invariab
be a device for securing crucial areas of white privilege . (As has:
happened in Zimbabwe. ) '

8. Electoral scheme: - one view was that this was an irrelevancy. Tn
opposing view was that it would be crueial. fer ing the po11tic= »
ascendancy of the liberation forces and as such needs to be n1ose
studied with particular attention to the present demographic distri

bution largely determined by racist laws.

  

9. Basic Principles:— On page 2, in paragraphs 2 and 3, overflow

 

on to page 3, the principles set out here are what anx constitutio

document has to address with respects to the rights and aspirations

 

 



 

  

  

  

 

  

  

   

   

  

 

  

  

     

  

   
  

   
  

   

  

  

of the oppressed majority. However, in its discussion of the ‘proble

especially on page 4, in the last paragraph, we pinpoint weilt we Iee

is the fundamental Ilaw in the Legal and Constitutional Commissien'e

approach. Over the past three years, especially since Nkomati, th

has been at pains to explain to the world that we are not Iightihg

thedemocratosation of the 1910 constititional frameweork. Quite'the:

contrary! This flawed approach re-appeers oh hage 5, in deelihg wit

the US constitution. Our commission seemed to draw no distingtioh y; .

between a "formal non—racialism" and a "practical non—racialism” ‘FQ-

it is pbvious that while the US constitution from its inception ma

no reIerence to race, its application in practise allowed numeroue _

pockets for the institutionalisation oI racism. bur constitution "

should outlaw racism in theory and in’pravctiee»

  

10. Reconciling civil liberties and popular power:- The report oIfi-

commission does not point us in any direction with respect to the e

tion of this dilemna, it merely poses the problem. The sub-committe-

Ielt that 1h every reapect priority must be given to the defence -

popular power and the securing oI t_xe aspirations of the majoriti,

this regard the suh-cognmittee supports “me principle of affirmatiirg

action - what is usualiy refred to as positive discrimination in I ’

of the blacks - even it thiE-undermines the principie of equitj.

Equally, freedom of speech, of assembly, of the press, 032 peacefulfl‘f

petitioning, etc will be subsect to provig’ions outlawing the ad_vo_ce

of racism, tribalism, fascism, nazism or militarism, ?

11. The Legal and Constitutional Commission correctly warns against

the inadvertent duplication of bantustans and. pockets of permanent;

1m der—development in the context of (Evolution of central powerec}

to izgane of local and regional government. We think the point made

parapgraph 2 on page 16 is very apt.

12. The transition from apartheid to democracy is conceived as reta

ing a number oI 'racially neutral' laws - Roman—Dutch Law, comp. I

law , etc. The sub—committe feels that no aspect of South African

can be judged as poltically neutral. The Commission will have to .-

serious consideration to the implicétiqns of this assertion. In tn:

same light we cnnot conceive of a democratic state retaining the ~

vices of the present judiciary. We would advocate the dismissal of,

of them, if there are indeed 'noble exceptions', these can be re:

into a body of democratic jurists established by the new state. a

 

 



13. Proposals:- The Legal and Constitutional Commission should be of.

ed. with the task of preparing a brief that will: ‘

(5) Outline the various options from which we can choos-

e.g. the relaf-‘ive benefits of the Presidential over th-

Prime Ministerial system; proportional representation.

over the Westminister system; the centralised stste 0v:

the decentralised state; etc. ‘,

(b) Examine how we can incorporate mass organisations

in the constitutional model and give them direct role.

in the legislative framework;

(c) Examine how other constitutions have dealt with t-:

problem of the rights and duties of property, 1

one can constitutionally endow the democratic state} w_ ;

14. The NEG should discuss and more clearly define what we mean by 175‘

following: .

(1) Political power and the forms it will take - are we

speaking in terms of liberal—democracy or are we speak

of a system of ma;ority rule; are we speaking of a systEM

that grants all 100% equity or are speaking of a system t-

is weighted in favour of certain class forces; do we e -

the enfranchisement of all or do we forsee disenfranch

ment of certain classes, categories of persons, etc. 1

(ii) The Rights of Property — do we want to write in the 1 w

{ation of theme i,:to the constitution or not?

(111) Civil Liberties - are these. to be limited or unlim

Do we envisage weighting the actual application in fave“)

of certain classes or leave them as '1egally' neutral?

Such a discussion must involve the members of the legel-cons’citutio

commission and assist to guide them in drafting a constitutional doe

End of Sub-Committee Report.

    



Discussion in N.W.O.

constitution for the initial period of transition from apartheid to.

democracy, or a post transitional document. "

The constitutional document, if it makes space for amendment, will,

that fact accomodate future change and can be seen as transitional

Clarity on this point is however necessary because the institutiozie

framework that the consitution creates must be flexible in order t

take account of' the fluidity of the situation during transition.

b. Expert guidance from our Legal and Constitutiohal Commission mes"

be basefi on clear guidelines. Four questione'need to be eddreasedh

(i) How do we view this constitutional document? Is it pi

arily a raobilising tool in the context of struggle or is :

tactical instrument in the event of negotiations? The ens

wer in large measure determines the character of the dog:

ment. ' I

(ii)How do we frame a document which is a tactical tool '>

the event of negotitions that helps us maintain the unit

of our mass constituency?

(iii) The constitutional document must create a framewozf

through which popular power is translated into reality, 5;

a government which is in reality subject to the peoples:

(iv) The constitutional docwnent must address itself to‘t-

balance of forces durig the transition and must accomoder

the likelihood. that thin will be a shifting balance.

c. The ANC must champion the rights of the majority whether we com‘

power by force of arms or through a negotiated settlement. A const

tutional document that d<_>_e this is what we need. '

d. It could be important for our Legal and Constitutional Commissi-

to study the experience of the People's Democracies in Europe in t-

regard. -

e. What is needed is a fully-fledged NEG meeting to draw up the gui

lines for the Legal and Gonstituional Commission. A sub-conunittee w;

appointed to draw up the draft guidelines for the NEC. Convenor:-'

Z. Pallo Jordan; members. Simon Makana; Joe Slovo.

Members of the NEC were free to make their individual submissions t   



 

,

   

the sub-committée .

  2f. Action to be taken: ,

The Secretariat shall write a letter to the .3

Legal and Constitutional Commission to:

 

  
(i) Commend the members of the commission on t_

work; I ‘y

(ii) place before them the critique of the sub'

committee and the NWO discussion; '

(iii) advise them that the commission shall be

invited to a discussion of the guidelines fro

which point their work can commence.

      

  
rJ.‘he NWO needs to consider also at which point we will call in our

friends from the Socialist Countries and solidarity movemts in the

west.

    

End of NWO Discussion.
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Pursuant of the NWO meeting of 18th P bruary, the Sub—commi’ctee wa

convened on 20th Fehruary to draft thg guidelines. Present were al

the members of the sub-oommittee.

We agreed on the following:

1. Basic principles:

(3) Sovereignty in the democratic state will be

vested in one central legislature, administration ane executive wit

the context of a unitary state;

(b) The thrust of all state policy shall be tow

the cultivation of a single national identity and loyalty binding0

all South Africans irrespective of racial or ethnic origins;

(0) consistent with the above considerations 'L'V‘

state must recognise and encourage the linguistic and cultural dive-

sity of the South African people;

(6.) consistent with the (a) and (b) there will

provision made for the regional and local delegation of the powers

of the central authority to smaller adminstrative units for purpose

of more effecient ane effective adminstration.

2. Political Power and. its Exercise:

(a) There can be no entrenchment of minority gro

veto rights; .

(b) A Bill of Rights guaranteeing the rights of

individuals is acceptable bfit not group rights,mechanisms for the
enforcement ; - ‘

(c) The principle of one person, one vote will 'b

fundamental;

(d)Complete outlawing of lche advicacy or practic
of racism, fascism, naziem, trbalism achauvinism or I'regionalism;

(e) Political pluralism permitting the existence,
a multiplicity of political parties subject to the provisions 01’ (cl)

(f) Entrenchment of the power of the electorate
exercise control over and its right of recall of all its elected. re

resentatives;

(a) Special prov1SJon shall be made for the repre‘

sentation and participation of organs of popular power which are em

ing during the course of the struggle; '1
(h) provision must be made for the participation

mass organisations, such as trade unions, in ’61e (rovering end admini
ation of the country.   



3. Economics:

(3) 'The state shall have power to define and limit th

rights and obligations relating to the ownership of land and all 0t

forms of productive property; 2

(b) Entrenchment of the rights and protection or perso

and non—exploitative property; ,

(c) Entrenchment of the workers' participation in the'

economic management and planning of all enterprises in which they.

are employed ; .

4. Choice between Presidential over Prime Ministerial system; pro-

portional or direct representation; etc shall be adjourned until

fuller study.

5. A legal system and judiciary consistent with these objectives

dedicated to their pursuance must be created.

End of Sub-Committee's Report.

Z. Pallo Jordan.

Convener. 23rd Febru
1986.

   


